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Preference rules state the criteria that listeners use to choose the correct metrical structure for a given piece out of all the possible ones (see Figure 1 ). For example, there is a preference to locate beats at event-onsets rather than rests or continuations of events (MPR 3), at longer events rather than shorter ones (MPR 5a), and at louder events rather than quieter ones (MPR 4). These rules apply especially to higher-level or "strong" beats. All these rules concern what GTTM calls "phenomenal accents": a phenomenal accent is a factor which encourages us to hear a beat or strong beat at a particular point in the music. A further kind of phenomenal accent which will be important to us concerns the setting of text: in vocal music, there is a strong tendency to align strong beats with stressed syllables of text. (This rule is not addressed in GTTM itself, but see Halle and Lerdahl 1993 .) Another factor in meter is parallelism: given segments involving a repeated pattern of pitch or rhythm, there is a preference to assign them parallel metrical structures, so that strong beats occur in the same place in each instance of the pattern (MPR 1). While Lerdahl and Jackendoff assert that beats at each level must be equally spaced, in practice, beats are of course not exactly evenly spaced, due to imperfections in performance as well as deliberate fluctuations in tempo; therefore, it has been argued that the regularity of beats should be regarded as a preference rule rather than a well-formedness rule (Temperley and Sleator 1999) . This is the "regularity rule" listed in Figure 1. (One further rule, MPR 2, will be discussed below.) In essence, then, a preferred metrical structure is one which aligns beats with phenomenal accents and parallelisms in the music, while also maintaining the regularity of beats at each level. Note that the preferred metrical structure is not necessarily the one which maximizes the alignment of beats with accents at every moment; because of the regularity rule, a certain amount of conflict between beats and accents (or "syncopation") may arise.
Meter in African Music
Turning now to African rhythm, the most basic question is this: does African music have meter, as we have defined it? There is almost unanimous agreement among scholars that it does.2 An important figure in this regard is Waterman, who suggested that African music involves a "metronome sense," an underlying pulse which is felt but not constantly expressed (1952) (Pantaleoni 1972a , Koetting 1970 .3 In Koetting's words: "The fastest pulse is structurally fundamental, there being no standard substructure internal to it or between it and any pattern as a whole.... The fact that the repetitions of the fastest pulse often group themselves into 'gross' pulses or beats is ... incidental" (Koetting 1970:122) . However, this is clearly a minority view: the strongest support is given to the dotted-quarter level. It is worth noting that the tempo range of the quarter or dotted-quarter pulse-80-170 beats per minute-is close to the range proposed by Lerdahl and Jackendoff for the "tactus level," the most salient metrical level in Western music (1983:73); experimental evidence has been found for this as well (Parncutt 1994 Regarding higher levels of meter, the picture is less clear, but some evidence can be found. Nketia's comments about the importance of the halfnote pulse have already been noted. One clue to ethnomusicologists' views on higher metrical levels-although it should be used with caution-lies in the way their transcriptions are notated. Among the scholars who notate Ewe drum ensemble music-much of which is built on the bell pattern shown in Example 1--a 12/8 time signature is generally used; in Western terms, this implies a four-level metrical structure, with beats at the eighth-note, dotted-quarter, dotted-half, and dotted-whole-note levels (see Example 2). Moreover, there is universal agreement in these transcriptions that the position marked X in Example 1 marks the "downbeat;" it is also usually described as the "beginning" of the pattern.5 The assumption of a "measure level" of meter is also reflected in other references to the "downbeat" or the "main beat" (Chernoff 1979:56; Agawu 1995:64) . Song transcriptions are usually notated in 6/8, 2/4, or 4/4, again implying at least one level above the tactus. However, the evidence for higher levels is somewhat less conclusive. (We should note that, in general, the evidence for meter in African music points entirely to duple or triple relationships between levels, with every second or third beat being a beat at the next level up; other metric relationships-such as quintuple-seem virtually nonexistent.)
To summarize, there seems to be broad support for a tactus-like level While these authors give little discussion to the factors involved in African meter, we can examine this ourselves, using the transcriptions provided (which, we must assume, accurately show the pitches and durations of the music), along with their time signatures and barlines (indicating the perceived meter).8 Example 4 shows a children's song transcribed by Jones. As discussed earlier, Jones sometimes uses different barrings in different lines, as is the case here. Let us assume that the time signature and barring of the clapping line represents the underlying meter of the melody. The clapping line here is not used in performance, but was provided on request by an informant. Four possible metrical structures are shown above the melody. Assuming structure A is the correct one, and is preferred over the others, can this be explained using the GTTM preference rules? Consider just the first half of the melody, up to the double bar. By the event rulepreferring structures where strong beats coincide with events--structures A, B, and D are favored over structure C (which would imply a 6/8 hearing), since in structure C, two level 2 beats do not coincide with events (level 1 being the lowest level). The event rule eliminates many other possible structures not shown here. The length rule favors structure A over structure B, since by structure A all the level 3 beats coincide with longer notes (quarters or dotted-eighths), whereas in structure B some do not. However, structure D is roughly equal to structure A by the length rule; in structure D, all the level 3 beats coincide with quarter-notes. The preference for structure A over structure D seems to be due to parallelism; by structure A, the two occurrences of the two-measure pattern at the beginning of the melody are aligned with the meter in the same way. If we proceed to the second half of the melody, we find that the situation is less clearcut. Measures 7-8 are somewhat in conflict with structure A, since two level 2 beats do not coincide with events (and two quarter-note events fall on very weak beats). But we can assume that the previously established metrical structure is strong enough to persist here, with the conflicting events of measures 7-8 simply adding a degree of tension and interest. In this case, then, the event rule, the length rule, and parallelism appear to be sufficient to infer the correct metrical structure. Linguistic stress may also be a factor, but I will not consider this here.
In drum ensemble textures, the situation is of course more complex. Consider Example 3-a fairly typical excerpt from the Ewe Nyayito dance, B. , since all the dotted-quarter beats are marked by bell notes (and two of them by long bell notes); the gankogui and axatse both favor a 12/8 periodicity by parallelism. The sogo and kidi patterns clearly favor a 6/8 periodicity, but they accent the third eighth-note of each dotted-quarter rather than the first (the louder "free beats" carry phenomenal accents relative to the "muted beats"); the kagan, similarly, favors a 3/8 periodicity, but avoids the first eighth of each dotted-quarter. The atsimevu does not particularly favor the notated meter; while the repeated "high-low" pattern supports it somewhat by parallelism and by the length rule, the (unusual) 5/8 parallelism towards the end strongly undercuts it. The vocal line seems rather ambiguous metrically; again, linguistic stress may be a factor here (Jones's barlines suggest that it is implying quite a different metrical structure from the notated one). The overall effect will of course depend on the relative prominence of the different instruments, the vocal line and master drum being the most prominent elements here. On the basis of GTTM's rules, the passage seems to support the 12/8 meter shown more than anything else, but there are definite elements of conflict.9 Of course, there might be sections in a piece where the ensemble is in conflict with the underlying meter (due perhaps to cross-rhythms in the master drum); but one assumes the underlying meter is supported most of the time, in order for it to be conveyed and maintained. Parallelism is a factor of particular importance in this passage. Note that each of the levels of the underlying meter is reinforced by parallelisms in one line or another: the dotted-quarter level by the kagan, the dotted-halfnote level by the sogo and kidi, and the dotted-whole level by the gankogui, axatse, and clapping. This relates to the earlier discussion of higher levels of meter. If we assume that parallelism is generally a factor in African meter, the pervasive use of parallelisms at the 6/8 and 12/8 level is further evidence that these higher metrical levels are present. The role of parallelism is complex, however. Recall that parallelism refers to the effect of repetition; given a repeated pattern, there is a tendency to hear a metrical structure which is aligned with the pattern. Parallelism thus relates primarily to period, rather than phase; that is, it favors a particular time interval between beats, rather than a particular placing of those beats relative to the music.'0 In terms of phenomenal accents, the supporting drum parts in the Nyayito passage are sharply in conflict with the notated meter, in that they align few accented events with strong beats; but because of parallelism, they give the notated meter at least partial support.
All in all, the view of African meter in these studies accords well with the GTTM view. There is almost unanimous agreement that something like Western meter is present in African music; and African metrical structures appear to involve several duple and triple levels. Regarding the criteria for choosing metrical structures, support can be found-in these authors' comments as well as in my own analyses-for several of the factors discussed in GTTM (in particular, the event rule, the length rule, the stress rule, the linguistic stress rule, and parallelism); and there is no evidence for important determinants of meter which are not covered by GTTM's rules. We should remember that the GTIM model is primarily a model of listening, a model of mental representations in the mind of the "experienced listener; " one might wonder how much basis we have for conclusions about this in the case of African listeners. To a large extent, my conclusions here are based simply on ethnomusicologists' intuitions about how African music should be heard. But it seems fair to assume that these authors-many of whom (unlike myself) have had years of immersion in African music-developed a hearing of the music which was similar to that of Africans themselves. In some cases, other kinds of evidence were sought as well; most notably, both Jones and Blacking asked native informants to indicate the meter of a number of pieces by clapping, sometimes establishing more than one metrical level by this means. Some of Blacking's results are of particular interest, and will be discussed below.
Western and African Meter: A Comparison
The reader may at this point be becoming uneasy. Much has been said about the commonalities between African and Western rhythm, but little has been said about the differences. This is intentional; for one problem with the research discussed above is its exaggeration of the differences between Western and African rhythm. Consider Waterman's comment, regarding the "metronome sense":
The assumption by an African musician that his audience is supplying these fundamental beats permits him to elaborate his rhythms with these as a base, whereas the European tradition requires such close attention to their concrete expressions that rhythmic elaboration is limited for the most part to mere or-
nament. From the point of view of European music, African music introduces a new rhythmic dimension (1952:211-12).
Chernoff goes even further, drawing a series of stark, qualitative contrasts between African and Western listeners:
We begin to "understand" African music by being able to maintain, in our minds or our bodies, an additional rhythm to the ones we hear.... In African music, it is the listener or the dancer who has to supply the beat: the listener must be actively engaged in making sense of the music (1979: 49-50).
" [T]
he Western and African orientations to rhythm," Chernoff concludes, "are almost opposite" (1979:54; see also 40-2, 47-54, 94-7). Even where no explicit comparison is drawn with the West, discussions of "metronome sense," "regulative beat," and the like tend to carry the implication that this is something distinctively African. But as we have seen, the basic framework which these scholars propose for African music-a framework of regular beats, which the events of the music establish but may then conflict with and deviate from in pursuit of musical interest and tension-is, at least in its basic outlines, very similar to that proposed by Lerdahl and Jackendoff for Western music. If "metronome sense" merely means the ability to infer and maintain a pulse that is not always directly reinforced by the musicor perhaps sometimes is even in conflict with the music-this is surely a commonplace ability among Western listeners." A short example may be useful in illustrating this point. Consider the Beethoven sonata excerpt shown in Example 5. It is true that, compared with the Nyayito excerpt discussed earlier, the meter here is fairly straightforward. Yet this piece relies heavily on the listener's "metronome sense." Consider just the first five notes. The meter of these notes is not obvious from the notes themselves; they might well be heard, for example, with the second and fifth notes metrically strong (that is, in 3/4), or with the first and fifth notes strong (in duple meter, but in a different "phase"). One could indicate the metrical strength of the second and fourth notes by playing them louder than the others, but it would be quite unmusical to do so.12 Rather, the metrical structure here is inferred by the listener from the larger metrical context-particularly the long note in the right hand on the downbeat of measure 2, and the long left-hand chord on the downbeat of measure 3. Consider also the numerous syncopations of the passage-the "empty" strong beats in the left hand in measures 4-8, the long notes on weak beats in the right hand in measures 15-19. Again, it is the metrical structure carried over from the previous context that ensures the correct interpretation here. If one just heard measure 8 in isolation, for example, one would probably hear the second beat as strong. Even a simple classical passage such as this, then, requires a metrical structure supplied by the listener-essentially similar to what has been proposed for African music. it is harder for us to appreciate experientially, concerns the setting of text. In Western music, the tendency for stressed syllables to be aligned with strong beats is quite strong; deviations from this rule would probably cause considerable metrical confusion. As mentioned earlier, several authors note that this rule is violated quite frequently in African music, so that stressed syllables are set on weak beats; although all seem to agree that there is some correspondence between linguistic stress and meter.
How can these differences in perception be explained? All of them have something in common: the Western perception involves shifting the metrical structure in order to better match the phenomenal accents, while the African perception favors maintaining a regular structure even if it means a high degree of syncopation. In GTTM's terms, the African mode of perception gives relatively more weight to the regularity rule, and relatively less to the accentual rules. One might argue that this is nothing more than a different way of expressing Waterman's "metronome sense" idea; and in a way, this is true. But the current formulation-as well as being more precise-views the difference as much less fundamental than it has generally been portrayed by Waterman and others. The principles involved in the two modes of perception are the same-Africans have no kind of "sense" that Western listeners do not have; all that differs is the relative weightings of the different rules.
One might argue that this difference represents a greater degree of rhythmic complexity in African music. African music possesses more syncopation, that is, more conflicts with the underlying metrical framework; and African listening requires a greater ability to maintain a steady beat despite conflicting accents. My own feeling-and claims about complexity are hardly more than feelings, given the vagueness of the term-is that African rhythm does, indeed, possess a richness and subtlety found in no other music. However, the difference between African and Western rhythm is not simply a matter of complexity. Viewed in another way, the greater tendency of Western listeners to shift their metrical structures in response to phenomenal accents might be seen as a greater sensitivity to metric shift in the music. One wonders if this "ability" is reflected in any way in Western music. One possibility is the fact that, in some kinds of Western music at least (classical and Romantic music, as it is usually performed), there is considerable fluctuation in tempo for expressive purposes-a kind of metric shift, since it implies continual slight variations in the time intervals between beats. This requires the listener to continually adjust the metrical structure accordingly. Perhaps in some cases, African listeners would "mishear" such music, regarding the fluctuations as syncopations and attempting to maintain a perfectly regular beat throughout. These "cross-cultural" perceptions would be interesting areas for experiment. , 189-93) . This is often reflected in a simple alternation between quarters and dotted-quarters, as in Example 6; this pattern is a common accompaniment pattern for songs (often expressed in clapping or workrelated actions). In many other cases hemiola patterns are present in more elaborated forms. The preference rule view provides an interesting perspective on the rhythm in Example 6. Consider just the event rule, that is, the preference for aligning beats with note-onsets (this seems to be the only rule expressing a strong preference in this case): what metrical structure does the GTTM model predict? At the tactus level, the pattern is ambiguous between a quarter or dotted-quarter-note pulse. At the next level up, however, the pattern clearly implies the dotted-half-note pulse shown as structure C in Example 6, since every beat in this pulse coincides with an event. It can be seen that a half-note pulse is not supported in this way (structure A), nor is any other phase of the dotted-half-note pulse (such as structure B). By contrast, an undifferentiated string of quarters or dottedquarters would be quite ambiguous in terms of the higher-level pulse it implied. Similarly, at the lower level, the eighth-note pulse shown as structure F in Example 6 is clearly the favored pulse; other alternatives such as a dotted-eighth pulse (structure D) or a triplet-eighth pulse (structure E) coincide with fewer notes. These favored levels, structure C and structure F, correspond to the measure level and the eighth-note level in the way the pulse is normally notated. In short, this pattern conveys a three-level metrical structure, which is ambiguous in terms of its middle level but quite clear in terms of its upper and lower levels. Patterns such as Example 6 raise the issue of metrical ambiguity. We are assuming that an African listener infers a particular metrical structure for a piece. There may be cases of conflict, for example, between the underlying meter and the cross-rhythms of the master drummer; but either these cross-rhythms override the underlying meter, or they do not. But is it not possible that the listener maintains two, or even several, metrical interpretations at once? Jones suggests that, in pieces with pervasive crossrhythms and hemiolas, African listeners are able to perceive both duple and triple meters simultaneously-for example, hearing the rhythm of Example 6 as being in 3/4 and 6/8 at once (Jones 1959 I:102).14 I am doubtful about this. In my own experience, one of the striking things about metrical perception is the difficulty of perceiving multiple interpretations at once. It is relevant to consider, however, how different the conflicting metrical structures are in such cases. In Example 6, as noted earlier, the two different possible metrical structures (3/4 and 6/8) share both the eighth-note and dotted-half-note levels; only the intermediate level is different. In such a case, then, it seems plausible that both structures might be entertained simultaneously, or at least that it would be relatively easy to switch back and forth between them.
Hemiolas and the "Standard
Another pattern which deserves special attention is the "standard pattern" of Ewe drum ensemble music, shown in Example 1. The pattern is hardly a metrically stable one-relative to the 12/8 meter normally associated with it, or indeed relative to any other regular meter. In fact, as Pressing has shown, the standard pattern is almost maximally ambiguous, as it samples several different meters (12/8, 6/4, and 3/2)-and different phases of those meters-almost equally (Pressing 1983a:46-7). One could argue, of course, that the standard pattern is satisfying precisely because of its metrical ambiguity and instability, but this is hardly an explanation for it. We might also consider whether the preference rule approach provides any insight into the fact that the position marked with an X is usually the downbeat. Of the twelve positions in the standard pattern, the X position is a relatively good candidate for a strong beat, since there is an event there, and a relatively long event (that is, a quarter-note rather than an eighthnote). But this still leaves five possibilities, and the preference rules seem to offer little basis for choosing between them.
It has been noted that the standard pattern is exactly analogous to the diatonic scale (Pressing 1983a; Rahn 1987 Rahn , 1996 . If we consider the pattern as a series of durational values, and we consider the diatonic scale as a series of intervals on the chromatic scale, we arrive at the same pattern in both cases: 2-2-1-2-2-2-1.
Moreover, the centricity of the pattern is the same in both cases: the "strong beat" position in the Ewe rhythm corresponds to the "tonic" position in the diatonic scale. (I am assuming the "Ionian" mode of the scale here-the major mode in Western tonal musicalthough of course other modes of the scale are used as well; similarly, other "modes" of the Ewe bell pattern occur in some kinds of African music [Pressing 1983a :57].) Recent work in pitch-class set theory has shown that the diatonic set has a number of interesting and highly unusual properties (Browne 1981; Clough and Douthett 1991; Cohn 1996). A detailed discussion of this work seems unwarranted here, since it has little connection to the GTTM approach. The importance of this pattern-we might call it the "diatonic pattern"-in both pitch and rhythm suggests that the reasons for its success might, indeed, lie in quite abstract properties. However, it is one thing to show that a pattern has unusual properties, and another thing to show how these properties might explain the pattern's success; so far, the set-theoretical approach has had little to offer towards the latter question.
One property of the diatonic pattern should be mentioned, however, which is of some relevance to the current study: this is its asymmetry. In the diatonic pattern, each position in the scale is unique with respect to its intervals with other positions; for example, the tonic is the only diatonic scale degree that lies a half-step above one scale degree and a perfect fourth below another (Browne 1981) . Thus it is possible for one to orient oneself to the pattern simply from the intervals between the notes presented. In a whole-tone scale, by contrast, every step of the pattern is intervallically identical. This has possible relevance to rhythm, and particularly to meter-finding. Once it is conventionally established that a certain position in the standard pattern is the "downbeat," then one could orient oneself metrically to whatever is going on simply by locating that position in the rhythm and considering it the downbeat.5 Whether the standard pattern serves this function for African listeners is unclear. If so, it suggests a factor in African meter perception which is quite unlike the other factors proposed by GTTM: a conventional cue to meter, which relies simply on the listener's knowledge that a certain position in the pattern is conventionally metrically strong. Again, however, there are many asymmetrical twelve-beat patterns, and it remains to be explained why the diatonic one achieved such unusual prominence. For now, the prevalence of the diatonic pattern remains something of a mystery.
"Syncopation Shift" in African Music
A comparison of Western and African rhythm brings us to the issue of syncopation. If syncopation simply means conflicts between the notes of a piece and the prevailing meter, then it is present-to some degree-in many kinds of music, including much Western music. However, a certain kind of syncopation is found in jazz, rock, and other kinds of recent popu-lar music, in which highly accented events (e.g., long notes, stressed syllables) tend to occur on weak beats immediately before a much stronger beat. I have argued elsewhere that, rather than being heard as metrical conflicts, these syncopated events are understood as "belonging" on the beat following their actual beat, and therefore can be seen as reinforcing the prevailing meter rather than conflicting with it (Temperley 1999). Example 7 gives one example-the Beatles' melody "Let it Be," showing the actual performed rhythm and the inferred "deep structure," in which the syncopated events are shifted to the following beats. Does this kind of syncopation occur in traditional African music? Waterman has suggested that it does (Waterman 1948) ; beyond this, the studies reviewed here do not address this question. However, some evidence can be found in their transcriptions. If "syncopation shift" were an important aspect of African music, we would expect to find many accented events on weak beats just before strong beats, but not so much just after strong beats. This does, indeed, appear to be a characteristic of some kinds of African music. Consider the melody in Example 8. Notice that several long (and therefore phenomenally-accented) events occur on the fourth sixteenth-note of a quarter-note: one sixteenth before the following quarternote beat (these are marked with arrows). Notice also the syllable "nee," "A-ba-ye"; according to Jones, the second syllable "ba" is stressed (Jones notes also that "ba-yee" is the same word with the first syllable elided [1959 1:32]). Thus the stressed syllable "ba" is metrically strong in its first two occurrences, metrically weak in the third. But in the third case, the strong syllable occurs just before a strong beat, making the following unstressed syllable metrically strong (this is a common phenomenon in rock as well; consider the line "then you'll begin to make it better" from "Hey Jude," where the syncopation of the final word causes the unstressed syllable "ter" to be metrically strong). Again, by the syncopation shift rule, this word is understood as being shifted over by one beat, and therefore aligned with the meter. Cases like this seem to suggest that some kind of "syncopation shift" is present in African music. If it is, then some of the events in African pieces which initially appear to be conflicting with the prevailing metrical structure may in fact be reinforcing it. But certainly not all syncopations in African music can be explained in this way; many others constitute true metrical conflicts. A final example presents something of a dilemma. In his studies of Venda children's songs, Blacking notes that, in a number of cases where informants were asked to clap along with melodies (for which there was normally no clapping accompaniment), unexpected results were obtained (1967:157-60). Example 10 gives one case. The meter heard by Blacking was that indicated by his barlines; however, when asked to clap, subjects did so at the points marked by crosses, putting the strong beats one eighthnote earlier than expected. My own interpretation agrees with Blacking's; how can we account for the difference? Blacking's explanation is that the Venda's criteria for strong beats differ from ours: they place a higher priority than us on having each beat aligned with an event. (By Blacking's hearing, not all beats coincide with events; the fourth downbeat-not marked with a barline for some reason-is "empty.") In fact, the Venda interpretation is not implausible by GTTM's rules, since it locates the final long note of each phrase on a strong beat. But the idea that African listeners require events on strong beats more than Western listeners is exactly opposite to our earlier conclusions, and is manifestly untrue. Possibly the Venda simply differ from other Africans.16 However, there is another possible explanation that we should consider. Perhaps the claps in this case do not coincide with strong beats, but rather occur on the weak beats just before the strong ones. This might be accounted for by the syncopation shift rule, since then each clap is understood as belonging on the following strong beat. In this case the claps reinforce the strong beats felt by Blacking rather than conflicting with them. Or, even if this is not a case of syncopation shift, it might simply be that the claps do not coincide with strong beats. We should be cautious about admitting this possibility, since a ma-
Grouping Structure in African Music
Returning to the GTTM model, Lerdahl and Jackendoff draw an important distinction between meter and grouping. Meter, as stated earlier, is simply a framework of beats; it does not imply any segmentation. Yet it is obvious that an important part of music perception is the organization of notes into groups and phrases. Lerdahl and Jackendoff capture this aspect of music in what they call "grouping structure" (1983:36-67). A "legal" grouping structure is simply a hierarchical structure of groups, with smaller groups containing only a few notes and larger ones corresponding to phrases and sections. As with metrical structure, GTTM expresses in a series of preference rules the factors that cause us to hear grouping boundaries at certain points (a few of these are shown in Figure 2 ). For example, we tend to hear grouping boundaries after long notes or at rests (GPR 2); we also prefer to group similar events together, locating grouping boundaries at changes of register, dynamics, and articulation (GPR 3). Parallelism is a factor in grouping, as it is in meter; given a repeated pattern, we prefer to reinforce the pattern with grouping boundaries (GPR 6). An important issue here is the interaction between grouping and meter. In principle, grouping and meter are independent; groups do not necessarily begin and end on strong beats. A commonplace example of this is the "upbeat," a metrically weak note at the beginning of a phrase, such as the first note of the Beethoven sonata discussed earlier (Example 5). However, there is also a preference for grouping and meter to be roughly aligned, so that strong beats occur near the beginning of groups. This is expressed in GTTM's MPR 2, stating that strong beats should occur near the beginnings of groups. I believe it is more correctly expressed as both a grouping and a metrical preference rule: there is a tendency to adjust both grouping and metrical structure to improve the alignment between them. In the GPR 2 (Proximity) Prefer a grouping structure in which grouping boundaries occur after relatively "long" notes (either notes of long duration, or notes followed by long rests). GPR 3 (Similarity) Prefer to group notes together that are similar in register, articulation, and dynamics. GPR 6 (Parallelism) Where two or more segments of the music can be construed as parallel, they preferably form parallel parts of groups. Pressing 1983b:9). There is some evidence for parallelism as well; in Example 3, for instance, the repeated five-beat pattern in the master drum encourages a grouping structure which is aligned with the pattern (see also Pressing 1983b:9). Perhaps it should not surprise us that the grouping criteria for African and Western music are similar; as Lerdahl and Jackendoff point out, they reflect "gestalt" principles of similarity and proximity which are known to apply to perception in general (1983:40-3). However, there is evidence for one important difference between Western and African grouping. As noted, there is a tendency in Western music to prefer strong beats near the beginning of groups. In African music, however, several authors claim that the reverse is true: the norm is for strong beats to occur at the ends of groups. Chernoff observes that, in African music, "the main beat comes at the end of a dynamic phrase and not at the beginning" (1979:56); Jones notes this tendency as well (1959 1:41, 84, 86, 124). (Nketia's and Agawu's comments about the tendency of phrases not to begin on strong beats have already been cited.)'7 Inspection of the phrasing in Jones's and Nketia's transcriptions gives further support to these observations; although there are many exceptions, there is a common tendency for both vocal and instrumental phrases to end on strong beats. Example 11 is representative: if we assume a two-measure level of meter with odd-numbered measures strong (this is supported by the clapping pattern), we find that many phrases end just after two-measure beats, although not all do. This suggests a further modification to the preference rules for African music: there is a preference for strong beats near the end of groups rather than near the beginning. Whether this rule primarily affects meter or grouping is difficult to know; possibly both meter and grouping are sometimes adjusted to improve their alignment, as I suggested was the case for Western music.'8 Conclusions I have argued here that based on ethnomusicologists' analyses of African rhythm, African and Western rhythm are profoundly similar. The fundamental cognitive structures involved are the same, and the criteria involved in forming them are largely the same as well. I have also pointed to some differences: the differing weight given to the regularity rule versus the accent rules, and the difference in the preferred alignment between meter and grouping. These differences are certainly important, and they may often lead to quite different musical perceptions and experiences between African and Western listeners. But to my mind they are less striking than the underlying similarities between African and Western rhythm. Admittedly, there are other aspects to rhythm that we have not considered myopic. I have said a great deal about meter and grouping, but have said very little about their role in music, or the role of music in African society. This criticism is entirely valid, and deserves some discussion. While I strongly believe it is worthwhile to focus on the "purely musical" aspects of music (and the content of this paper should give some idea of what I mean by this), I also realize that music theory often goes too far in isolating these aspects from their larger cultural context. To fully understand the role of meter and grouping structures in African music, it is necessary to consider the functions and meanings of that music in African society. In particular, an analysis of meter and grouping-in African music, Western music, or any other kind-tells us nothing, in itself, about why these things are important and how they contribute to the value of music. To these issues, it must be said, the music-theoretical perspective has little to contribute; indeed, it is here that music theory has a great deal to learn from ethnomusicology.
Even so, we should not assume that a music-theoretical approach tells us nothing about issues of musical function and value. I will give one example. A number of authors-among them Waterman, Jones, Chernoff, and Agawu-have emphasized the role of meter, and particularly metrical conflict, in the aesthetic value of African music. While there is general agreement that a single underlying meter is maintained throughout a piece, the syncopated patterns of the surface provide conflict and tension, giving the listener the challenge of maintaining this underlying meter without getting lost. Chernoff-whose insightful discussions of African aesthetics deserve special attention-has suggested that there is an optimal degree of rhythmic complexity in African music, which it is the particular responsibility of the lead drummer to maintain; his drumming must not be so repetitive or stable as to be boring, but also must not be so wild and destabilizing as to overthrow the prevailing beat (1979:53-60, especially 58; 98; 121). A preference rule approach might be of some use to us in describing this phenomenon. Let us suppose that any piece receives a certain numerical "score" for a given set of preference rules, indicating how well the piece (or some preferred analysis of the piece) satisfies the rules. These scores could then be taken as an indicator of the rhythmic complexity of the piece. A piece with almost no syncopation, in which all the phenomenal accents corresponded perfectly with strong beats, would score very high; a piece in which the syncopations continually undercut the prevailing meter would score very low. Aesthetically, perhaps, the optimal score is neither very low nor very high, but somewhere in between. In this way a preference rule approach might shed some light on the optimal level of complexity that Chernoff describes. While aesthetic play of this kind is one aspect of the appeal and value of African music, it is surely only one aspect among many. To fully under-phrases, rather than the ends, as other authors argue is normative for African music. In cases of several bounce strokes in quick succession, however, the phrase always begins on the first of the series, rather than on the last (6). This is predicted by GTTM's similarity rule for grouping-a grouping boundary occurs at a change from one stroke type to another, grouping the similar ones together. In metrical terms, we would probably expect the last bounce stroke of a series to be metrically strongest, since it is in a way the "longest."
19. Several other concepts used in discussions of African rhythm should be briefly mentioned. Nketia It is unclear what these terms imply from a cognitive viewpoint. One could describe certain metrical structures-and rhythmic patterns that imply them-as additive or divisive: given a regular tactus level, an irregular higher level might be seen as forming an additive structure, while an irregular lower level (with successive tactus beats being divided differently) would be divisive. While there are some patterns in African music that imply such irregular structures, most African rhythmic patterns and polyphonic textures imply regular structures of several levels; in this case it is unclear why they should be regarded divisively or additively (for example, consider the "divisive" patterns shown in Nketia 1974:130). Rhythmic patterns might be considered additive in other ways. Nketia points to the Ewe bell pattern as additive, arguing that it is based on a 5 + 7 structure (1974:129-31). This pattern might be regarded as an additive "5 + 7" pattern in terms of its grouping structure, or in terms of its motivic structure (in that it involves a five-beat pattern followed by a seven-beat variant). However, its metrical structure is clearly not additive (at least in the contexts where it is normally used); strong beats do not occur at intervals of 5 and 7 beats, but rather, occur regularly every third beat.
The terms "polyrhythm" and "polymeter" are also sometimes used. The meaning of these terms is, again, unclear. If polyrhythm simply means the use of multiple rhythmic patterns simultaneously in a piece, then of course it characterizes much Western music as well as African. Arom uses it to mean the combination of rhythms "so as to create an interwoven effect" (1991:216, 272). Most often, I think, it means using patterns which imply different meters taken individually (see Nketia 1974:135-8; Pressing 1983b:10-11). This is indeed an important feature of much African music, and is surely much less common in Western music, although not nonexistent. The same concept is also sometimes denoted by "polymeter." Waterman defines polymeter as "the interplay of two or more metrical frameworks" (1952:212); Chernoff defines it as "the simultaneous use of different meters" (1979:45). What exactly is meant by this? Perhaps these authors are simply referring to simultaneous lines which (taken individually) imply different meters. Or are they implying that, when such lines are combined, several different meters are perceived simultaneously? This cannot be ruled out, although I have argued against it in the case of Western music.
